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t11s I ~ ~ U C  of Elrcvlcr Scimce World focuses 
on Elsevier Science SA, where I have 
the privilege to be taking over from 

Herman Frank as managing director. In doing so I 
am conscious of the contribution which this com- 
pany has made to Elswier Science over the years. 

Lausanne has established a reputation for 
developing some innovative approaches to the 
publishing and marketing of /ournals. Noteworthy 
in this respect is the Journal of Organometallic 
Chemistry Pipeline, the "mother of all alerting 
services," which was introduced by Louk Bergmans 
in the early 1980s in response to the launch of a 
directly competing journal by the American 
Chemical Society. Its success provided a model 
which has since been re~licated and refined in all I 
ES locations, initially in hard copy, and more recently in electronic media. 
As a result many of our leading journals now have the greater visibility 
and more direct contact with their readership which is essential to their 
success in the current market. This is a clear demonstration, not only of 
the contribution a small dedicated team can make to the development 
and implementation of new ideas, but also of the fact that there is intelli- 
gent ES life outside of Amsterdam, Oxford, and New York which enhances 
the creativity of the whole organisation. 

Local initiatives are to be encouraged, but they require a global der- 
spective, and it is one of our main challenges as managers to create this 
awareness. During the last year the global publishing plans have prOvfded 
us with a catalyst for doing so. My own experience as chair of the 
Chemistg Planning Team has-been most positive in this respect. We have 
discussed systematically, for the first time, the global publishing opportu- ' 
nities ES has in chemistry, as well as the resources we shall require to 

. explolt them. In doing so we are building on ES's tremendous existing 
strengths; the breadth and depth of our publications; the quality of our 
staff; end 6ur international perspective. These are strengths which no 
*r pubtishing organisation can match. 

The implementation of these plans will require more than loose m r -  
diwtion -g different locations. We need to work together as unified 
brrsilrelu, odems, Mth the commitment of local companies to the gl- 
pubtk&#absectives. Such commitment will not, however, be achieved by 
liapwhg urrlfcymity unnecessarily; singing in harmony rather than in uni- 
sair will #m&~co more interesting result, although achieving this 

sklflful conducting. 
i tobk h e r d  to playing my part as leader of the Lausanne ensemble 

and to m b i n i n g  this with the role of chemistry cbnductor. i am conHdent 
the result will be far from discordant. 

Peter Shepherd 



Identifying Items in a 
Digital Environment 

Serial item: ,-.ISSN-, rYrl +tern7 r ~ h e ~ k  

17characters: . . . . . . . m m m m m . . . H m  

E 
Tha Publisher Item Id~ntlfler h 

lsevier Science together with four 
the hmmt of 8 17-Char8rt.r 

other science publishers --the 
sMng. 

American Chemical Society, American 
Institute of Physics, American Physical Society and Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers -- has adopted a new Publisher Item Identifier (PII) to 
provide unique and concise identification of individual published documents 
(e.g. journal articles). The PI1 began to appear in the journals of the publishers 
involved in January 1996. 

Use of the PI1 is intended to provide a simple means of document identi- 
fication which is needed in a digital environment. However, the PI1 is 
designed to be applicable to both paper and digital formats. Generated by 
the publisher, it is unique to a document, easy to generate and use, and able 
to accommodate many different publication types. In addition, it is capable of 
future extension and is compatible with existing related standards. 

"No existing identification standards appear to meet all these aims, 
although a number of initiatives are under way," says Norman Paskin, who 
represents ES among the parties concerned with PII. "We recognise the need 
for a practical and achievable standard which can be used immediately and 
stimulate the development of digital exchange of publications. We offer the 

-%l in this spirit as a workable interim solution until standards covering a 
wider range of intellectual property 
types are agreed." 

Full documentation on PI1 is 
available on the public ES web sew- 

(home page www.elsevier.nl). For 

n are available from Gerard Roza 

The Case of the 
Missing "S". 

SGML Seminar 

R ecently Elsevier Science (Market & Sales Development Department) and 
TlCER (Tilburg Innovation Centre for Electronic Resources), a private com- 

pany founded by Tilburg University, jointly organised a seminar called "SGML, 
a solution for your digital library?" The goal of this seminar was to provide 
extensive information to library staff and information managers about SGML 
(Standard Generalized Markup Language) and its application HTML (Hypertext 
Markup Language), and to explore the potential of SGML in library environ- 
ments. 

SGML became an international standard in 1986 for the processing and 
dissemination o lectronic documents. It is principally used in the publishing, 
defence and aircra ht industries but today more and more libraries and docu- 
ment delivery se~ i ce la~e  using it. 

A lot of attention has been given to SGML but many people are still 
unsure as to what it exactly implies, what its benefits are and whether it is 
just an attractive theory or a practical solution. This SGML seminar was the 
first of a newly developed series that aims to position ES as a problem solver 
in this area and to create a communication platform with the market on new 
technology and ES product development. 

I 
The seminar was held in the Castle of Vaalsbroek in Limburg. Some 60 

people from Germany, Belgium, France, the UK and Netherlands attended, 
among whom were representatives from organisations such as Philips, Bayer, 
ICI, Unilever, ECN, European Commission, European Patent Office, Nijenrode, 
Deutsche Bibliothek, Kassel Library, and the universities of Utrecht, Leuven, 

' 

Limburg, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, and Eindhoven. The seminar was chaired by 
Solke Veling, director of the Tilburg University Computer Centre and TICER. 

The next seminar is planned for Spring 1996 and will deal with full text 
retrieval software for academic and corporate libraries and IT staff. It will 
probably again take place at the historic and beautifully situated Castle of 
Vaalsbroek. 

For more information on the SGML seminars, please contact Chris Kluiten 
or Sanne de Kemp in Amsterdam on ext. 3722 or 3654.4 
Sanne de Kemp, ESBV 

Our apologies to the 
Marketing 
Communicationssss 
Department in Amsterdan~ 
for omitting the "S" at the 
end of their middle name on 
page 7 of the 

Speakers and oqanisers at the recent SGML seminar (I-r): Jean-Luc Sanson (Electricitd de France), Nico de 
Jong (The Experts), Louis Pet (ES), Chris Kluiters and Sanne de Kemp (organisation), Paul Mostett (ES), Colleen 
Hedley and Mark Hietink (organisation), Jan Cotthouts (University of Antwerp), Teun Nijssen (Tilbuq 
University), Jon Knight (Loughbomugh University of Technology) and Solke Veling (Tilbuq UniversitylTICER). 

I ESW march '96 



l Editor Receives 
Balzan Prize 

FIavio COW, Comeiller Hd6ral 
for Forrign Affairs, at the 
H811 of the Grand Council in 
B.m, Swltzodand 

cultural work throughout the world ih various 
prizes are awarded each woflh 350,000 Swiss 

6uZZetin board 

Physical, Mathematical and Natmd Sciences, and Medicine. From time to 
, time a special prize for Humanity, Peace, and Brotherhood among Peoples is 

awarded. 
Professor Heeger received his prize with the other two winners at a cele- 

bration on 24 November 1995 in the Hall of the Grand Council in Bern, 
%itzi!rland. The prize was handed out by the Conseiller Federal for Foreign 
Affairs, Mr Flavio Cotti. In previous years other recipients of Balzan awards 
haw induded Pope John XXIII, Mother Teresa, and the well-known Swiss psy- 
chologist Jean Piaget. Congratulations Professor Heeger. 

Serving the Masses 

T he tempting prize of a magnum of champagne was more than enough 
incentive for Jerry Vecht (head of the Financial Control & Purchasing 

Production Department in Amsterdam) to enter a competition held to stimu- 
late staff awareness of Amsterdam's BIC (Business Information Centre) 
services. Like many others in the company, Jerry used to think that "BIC was 
more for management" and, he reveals, "it had never occurred to me that I 
could actually use it." 

Jerry is now much clearer on what services BIC provides because, in order 
to answer the competition questions, he read the new BIC booklet (copies 
available from Valerie Ainscough or Bella Goossens) and looked up TitBics. 

Valerie Ainscough is pleased with the increased awareness the competi- 
tion has achieved. "We were particularly pleased that most of the entries 
were from people who were not our usual customers." She explains, "That 
was the point of the exercise. We're not just for management but for masses 
of other staff as well." Indeed, all employees of Elsevier Science may use the 
BIC -- visitors from overseas offices are also welcome. 

Following the competition, and last year's demonstrations of the BIC's CD- 
ROM network attended by hundreds of staff, Valerie and Bella have been giv- 
ing a series of special CD-rom network training courses. These began last 
Februaty for all levels of Amsterdam staff. 

Kidlington has many services in parallel with the BIC situated in the 
Market Research Library. For more information contact Juliet Miles. 

BIG assistant hana 

champagne to Jerry Vecht, winner of the competition held to arouse 
staff awamness of BIC sewices 

T 1t6ics is the catchy name given to a titillating electronic service provided 
by BIC. This service is published every Monday morning on the central P: 

(public) disk which everyone in Amsterdam can access. TitBia contains m 
about the BIC, and new books and CDs that have come into the library. Also 
of great appeal to many staff a n  the interesting titbiis of information such as 
journal articles, culled mainly from electronic sources, press releases and 
items from electronic conferences. 

"TitBics is a current awareness service," says Valerie Ainscough. "Users 
can access down loaded texts of the listed articles, print them out or simply 
read them on screen. And since TitBics is fully searchable in Wordperfect: this 
is a great help when you're in a hurry to track down items.". 



TULIP Rio de Janeiro Office 
TESTIMONY Celebrates Anniversary 

I n December 1995 TULIP, the coop- 
erative research project testing sys- 

tems for networked delivery and use 
. of electronic journals, ended its five- 

year experimental phase with nine 
' American universities. The project 

L , #. involved the distribution of 43 
Elsevier and Pergamon journals in 
Materials Science and Engineering; 
approximately 2000 pages a week. 

As the experimental phase ends, 
some of the TULIP universities move 
to a "full-scale" implementation 
~utting all their Elsevier holdings 
)dine, while others continue to 

. experiment. A third group of univer- 
sities have not been able (or in one 
:ase not willing) to scale up due to 

E ditora Campus Ltda., the 
Elsevier Science office set in the 

beautiful city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
will celebrate its 20th anniversary in 
July 1996. 

Everything started in 1976. At 
that time managing director Claudio 
Rothmuller at 26 years of age was 
invited to set up Editora Campus in 
Rio de Janeiro, the largest Latin 
American market. Twelve hundred 
titles (including books, journals, and 
other publications) later, Editora 
Campus has become a leading pro- 
fessional publisher in the Portuguese 
language market as well as 
representing Elsevier Science in Latin 
America from Argentina to Mexico. 

Rio de Janeiro might seem far 
away to those of us in other Elsevier 

offices around the world, however, 
now it4 a few computer taps away. 
Editora Campus has its own home- 
page, the first interactive virtual 
book catalogue in Brazil. Launched 
on 15 December 1995, this home- 
page is available through the World 
Wide Web 0 and contains 
170 pages with more than 500 
titles. Even though the home page is 
in the Portuguese language, it can 
easily be visited by other language 
areas. Rothmuller explains that "We 
consider the homepage a kind of 
laboratory where we will be learning 
about out readership through tests 
and specific inquiries." In a second 
stage the Editora Campus office 
plans to deliver electronic informa- 
tion through its homepage such as a 

schnalogical, organizational, andlor 
budgetary constraints. 

Presently the TULIP team is pro- 
:essing the statistics and lessons 
earned in specific categories: tech- 
iology, communication, user behav- 
lor, economics, and organization. 

'- LIP project manager Jaco Zijlstra 
ndicated that a final report is being 
)repared, though already, there are 
I couple important outcomes as a 
result of the experiment. "In the 
challenging American library market, 
Elsevier Science is now viewed as 
being in the forefront of the devel- 
opment and movement towards the 
digital library," ex~lains Zijlstra. Also, 
this five-year experiment has been a 
good learning experience within the 
company. "Already many of the 
lessons learned from TULIP have 
been internally implemented into 
orojects such as the Electronic 
darehouse, PreCAP, and CAP, and 
~lso have influenced the thinking on 
the marketing of electronic 
products." 

More on the final TULIP results 
will appear in the next issue 
of ESW! D 

CAMPUS 
comprehensive business library 
including some of their best man- 
agement titles. The Editora Campus 
homepage address is: 
http:/~.campus.com.brl 

Editora Campus will celebrate its 
past successful 20 years with a party 
to be held next August during the 
Sao Paulo International Book Fair. If 
any Elsevier Science personnel are in 2 

the neighborhood, you are more "I, 
than welcome. More about our Latin r 
American office in an upcoming 
issue of ESW. D 

nfomMtion FJleeting (ON 
'95) held in h d p n  from 5-7 
December 1995, Elsevier Scie 
played two similarly d e s i i  
booths: one for primary info 

slightly different slogan, 
"Information for Innovation." 

Supporting the primary inf 

with three ITESL colleagues, A 
Dent, ESL Electronic Product 
Development manager, commf 
on the late arrival of four rent6 
computers and the physical col 

basis with four or five people at a time. 

L a  challenge." Staffed with ES reprewnrdrwes lrurrl uxroru, Jdpdrl, dr~u nrnsrerudrn, rne worrl wds manneo on a rorailon 

The ES booth was designed to attract ONLINE participants from a distance and to allow small "flocks" to gather 
around the computers' screens. According to plan, this is exactly what happened as all ES representatives talked round 
the clock about online journals, CAPCAS, TULIP, CD-ROMs, and alerting products. The photograph above provides 
some evidence of that: (I-r) Arie de RuiterlESNL, Geert NoormarVESNL, Lisette CleyndertESL, Philippe TerheggenESNL 
(back), and Jonathan ClarWESNL at the far right side. D 

nection to the World Wide Web in the wee hours of the morning, with a cool "It \hi - .  , ,  I. 
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TWO VlSlONS 
OF THE FUTURE 

their own choice. However, in the Ion{ 
ast December I attended a seminar about run it is unlikely that we can do so 
scientific publishing on the Internet. Some successfully unless we can show the 
of the visions of the future described there authors that by leaving the posting to 

were bound to send cold shivers down the spine of us (i.e., letting us perform our distrib- 
' 

any STM publisher -commercial or not- with a stake in Wion function), their work will be dis- 
the present system. In essence we were told that: seminated in the best possible way. It 

has already been decided that, in a The library system and its accompanying addition to collaborating with third- 
subscription and distribution systems are dead. party servers, we shall also havqour 
Libraries will no longer be the place where people own. It must be better than those of 
go to in order to find the information they need. the competition in terms of 

timeliness, completeness, accessibili- 
@ Copyright is dead, because our authors are not ty, searchability, connectivity and 

interested in making money out of their publica- price (i.e. value for money). The 
.tions, and copyright was invented to do just that. Elsevier article server should become 
Authors will put their peer-reviewed articles on the server of choice, for authors and 
public servers on the internet, whether we like it readers alike. Secondly, we must guar- 
or not. Readers will therefore not be willing to antee total quality. This includes, of 
paymore than a nominal amount for this infor- course, high-quality peer reviewing, 
mation. If we want to stay in business we should quickest possible publication, and the 
charge the authors, who have an interest in get- server qualities mentioned above, but 
ting their work published and distributed, i.e., we equally such important things as high production 
should live from page charges. standards, high-quality authorlreader relation 

management, and invoicinglpaying procedures which 
@ Because of the inertia of the present system all of are at least as much geared to the needs of individual 

._ this will not happen overnight, but the people in customers as to those of librarians, agents, or our 
33 publishing companies who are younger than 50 own. In short, each and all of our operations must add 

cannot hope to reach retirement age before its value, and must be seen to add value, to the raw prod- 
disappearance. uct supplied by the authors. 

Last but not least, we shall have to learn to com- 
Is this doomsday scenario indeed what the future has pete on price. This will possibly be the most difficult 
in store for us? In my view we cannot simply dismiss it change for us to make, because it is something we 
as being entirely unrealistic, just because some parts . never had to do before. But as the market changes 
of it may represent the wishful thinking of certain peo- from being predominantly institutional to much more 
ple, be exaggerated or even wrong. Because yes, if we user-driven, it will also become much more competi- 
are completely bound to the present system, if we are tive, and price will become an important competitive 
not able or willing to adapt to a new publishing para- element. We must therefore include also this "P" of the 
digm which, as all the signs indicate, will replace the classic marketing mix in our sales strategies and tac- 
existing one within the foreseeable future, then we tics. 
could indeed become a superfluous link in the publi- I am convinced that there is a healthy future for 
cation chain. But that will only happen if we let it hap- Elsevier Science in the coming electronic age. To a cer- 

tain extent we can influence the shape it will take, but 
We live in a free-market environment, which we must also be prepared to adapt to its 

means that it is our customers who determine where requirements, and not to consider any element of our 
they,will publish and where they will go to fulfill their present business as an a priori given fact which is not 
information needs. The important difference with the to be changed. If we act in this way we shall be able to 
present situation is that in the future they will have continue to play our important role in the transfer of 
considerably more possibilities to choose from than scientific information, and perhaps even to fulfill our 
they have today. So what can and must we do in order mission statement and really become "the preferred 
to keep our customers, i.e., our authors and readers? global scientific information provider". 

In the first place we should try to prevent our Hennan Rank I 
authors posting their reviewed articles on servers of 

Hemen Frenk, 
ESSA mneeinrr 
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. +. product flash 

New Geo CDzROMS 

r 
ith the advent of a 
new year, the two 

W W step-children of the 

, Zeo Abstracts database will be 
I coming out in shining new clothes: 

the Fluidex and World Textiles online 
bibliographic databases are also 
becoming available on CD-ROM. 
~ollowing on from the successful 
1995 launch of the Geobase CD- 
ROMs, the process of getting 
Fluidex and World Textiles to CD-ROM 
production has been thwarted by 
data availability issues. Although 

Elsevier Science has been publishing the print and online versions (World 
Textiles since 1990 and Fluidex since 1991 ), we have not had prior access to 
the full back file of either product. 

Now, however, working with SPD's Frans Lekkerkerker (senior 
analysWprogrammer) and lohn Hulsebosch (analysWprogrammer) and an 
assortment of data tapes, we have as full a version as possible of the 
databases available in OPSBANK (the SPD combined databank that has 
grown out of EMBANK). Using OPSBANK, we have been able to make the 
data tapes necessary for our CD-ROM producer, Silverplatter, to create the 
products. 

Fluidex provides a comprehensive source of information on all aspects 
of fluid engineering, fluids' behaviour and applications. World Textiles pro- 
vides comprehensive coverage of the current textiles literature and con- 
tains digests of scientific, technical and technico-economic publications. 
Fluidex contains 280.000 records from 1974-present, while World Textiles con- 
tains 200,000 records from 1978-present. 

The two databases have been put on CD-ROM because of the success 
of Geobase in this format and the market (librarians and information 
managers) has been asking for them. Combined with print, on-line and 
EMDOCS document delivery services, the CD-ROMs provide a complete 
and comprehensive information service. 

Fluidex will be launched in March 1996, with World Textiles following in 
May. Watth out for these new disks which will bring the total from Geo 
Abstracts to seven CD-ROMS. 

For further information please contact Miriam Dean at 
tel. +44 1603 626 327 W 
Ian Woods, Geo Abstracts 

accine Online (VO) is 
one of the first Elsevier V Science online primary 

journals. In essence, it is the elec- 
tronic twin of Vaccine, the success- 
ful paper journal for research work- 
ers, product developers, and 
practitioners with interests in virol- 
ogy, bacteriology, parasitology, 
mycology, immunology, genetics, 
biotechnology, and biochemistry in 
the medical and veterinary fields. 

Even though essentially mod- 
elled after Immunology Today 
Online ([TO). V 0  project manager 
Lisette Cleyndert stresses that 
there is still a lot more to under- 
stand about primary online jour- 
nals. "Our end-users are very inter- 
ested in online versions of primary 
journals. The desk-top access and 
search facilities save them 
valuable time, however, it isn't yet 
clear exactly which functionality or 
format will be most successful in 
that respect Vaccine Online will 
help us to shape future online 

Vaccine and the idea for 
Vaccine Onllne originally started 
at Butterworth-Heinemann (BH) in 
Oxford before the integration with 
Elsevier Science in 1994 Vaccine 
was launched as a quarterly in 
1983 and has steadily increased 
every year to reach a total of 18 
issues in 1995. This iournal was 

"developed when BH was taking 
stock of their products to establish 
which ones would be effective as 
electronic products at the right 
price " Due to the fast-moving pace 
of the vaccine research field in the 
Life Sciences area and limited BH 
funds, it was decided that Vaccine 
would be the most promising pro- 
ject. From that early BH idea 
Vaccine Online was then turned 
into an active working project by 
the team at ESL (see photo) With 
the new team's efforts and 
Elsevier's technological and finan- 
cial benefits, the fruition of one of 
Butterworth-Heinemann's own pro- 
jects has become an electronic 
n~~hli+h~no realitv 

Vaccine Online 
features include: 

Fast, desktop access to fully 
searchable articles 
Hypertext-links to abstracts 
of cited articles 
Personalized search profile 

1 notification 
Sophisticated navigation 
tools 
Document print-out facilities 

D Facilitated e-mail 
D News items 
D Alerting service for 

forthcoming articles 

also a part of BH's excellent port- 
folio of applied science and social Peter Lister, production devel- 
policy journals brought to Elsevier opment manager, explains that the 
Science. project helped to prove the poten- 

"The idea for Vaccine Online." tial of the @P project. "Vaccine is 
explains former BHer Diane Cogan the first true CAP journal to be 

n , , ~ i ~ e h a ~  nmti- e. It follows the 



Now accessible via the Elsevier klence home page: 
Earth Sciences home page 
a comprehensive starting point for journals and book information with links to  other publica- 
tions. projects, general services such as ESTOC (published tables of contents) and specific 
ealth sciences services. More info: Dominic Vaughan 

Earth-Alert 
presents prepubiication contents lists of papers appearing in: 
Earth and Planetary Science Letters 
Geodenna 
lournal of Hydmlogy 
Tectonophysics 
interested users can also apply for the e-mail service which sends them the contents lists. More 
info: Annette Leeuwendal 

EPSL Online (see main story) 
The online spin off of the iournal Earth and Planetary Science Letters. Features include: 
full text of papers 
very sophisticated search G browse facility 
keyword thesaurus 
access to  background data sets 
links to abstracts in Geobase 
More info: Berlinda Kerkhof 

Down to Earth 
and into Orbit 

M arch 1996 sees the lnternet launch of 
Earth and Planetary Science Letters (EPSL). 

EPSL online is the electronic spin off of the hiqhly 
esteemed print journal which, since its launchi-- R 
1966, has built UD an enviable re~utation 
because of its su;cessful formula'of presenting 
high quality research articles with minimal delay. 

ESPL product manager is Berlinda Kerkhof of 
the Earth Sciences unit in Amsterdam. Other 
members of the online project team are N~co 
Verwer (contact person ITD), Vicky Hondsmerk 
(hypertext mark-up language specialist), Friso 
Veenstra (issue manager), Jan ten Have (back-up 
issue manager), Joanna Aldred (media conver- 
sion, file structuring and copy editing), Charles 
Pallandt (marketing manager), Marijcke Haccou 
(marketing communications manager), and 
Adrian Hall (contact person, Geobase). 

Berlinda emphasises the necessity of exten- 
sive market research when you are thinking of producing electronic spin offs. Indeed, 
the prototype of EPSL was thoroughly tested on opinion leaden with very rewarding 
results: the response rate to the questionnaires was 60%. Besides that, during 1995 
Berlinda spent quite some time talking to potential users of the new product to establish 
whether there really was a desire for it in the market. 

"You cannot avoid being market oriented with an electronic product," Berlinda 
asserts. "Developing a World Wide Web product is the best way to really confront your- 
self with the market. The user ~nterface is so important, because if it's not good, why 
would the users take it? Because the information is alreadv there in Daoer format. 
you've got to offer added value and that value has to be good if yo" want to make 
money." 

One way in which EPSL online offers added value is by giving access to background 
data sets. A data set can be anything from just an extended data table which, because 
of page restrictions, cannot be published in the print journal, to sophisticated graphics, 
video films and computer models. "We market tested the added value of the 
background data sets very thoroughly," says Berlinda, "because they have major organi- 
sational and technical implications at Elsevier. If it turned out not to be worth the effort 
then we wouldn't have done them because of the technical problems. But people rated 
them as high as the abstract links. They said they're really an added value, especially for 
specialists, and save an enormous amount of time." 

The pricing structure was also established through market research. At first EPSL 
online will be offered as a personal subscription only, not as a library licence. A personal 
subscription is available at low cost to users whose library already subscribes to the print 
journal. For this they are issued a user name and password and unlimited access to EPSL 
online. "People have perceptions about pricing," Berlinda muses. "Many think 
everything on lnternet should be free. However, EPSL the print journal is very popular 
and we've already got a lot of personal subscriptions. The market feels it's very valid to 
charge for EPSL online because basically they get what they see in the journal plus all 
the added value. We asked them what they would be prepared to pay for a personal 
subscription and priced it at around the price they all agreed on. The official price we 
quote is $80, but for 1996 we'll offer an introductory price at 50% discount." 

Berlinda continues, "In this environment where everything is so dynamic and all 
kinds of things are popping up, it's hard to set a price, but made easier as people feel 
the information in EPSL is worth something. We've really put a lot of effort into asking 
people, phoning people, demonstrating it at meetings, doing the whole prototype test. 
It's one of the most market-driven products that we have." W 



, 1 company  l i f e  

of a Secretary 

I Dinah Baxter and some of her Amsterdam colleagues (I-r): 
Louise Ferguson, Karin Krebs, Liz van der Poel, Dinah Baxte, 

-- I For simplicity's sake. Boss is Outgoing Post 
referred to as "he", Secretary as Once Boss has signed the 

simply to type the odd letter or "she" No sexism intended letters/memos/reports (which 
Secretary has written for him), she 

The "Known" will make sure enough copies are 

memo? Not sol says Dinah B e e r ,  Secretarial Jobs 
made for the files and distribut~on 
to the CCs One wave of her Magic 

author of this myth~dispelling 
Incoming Post 
There are two ways of dealing with 
this. An inefficient Secretaly will 
open the post, deposit it in a mis- 

article written on behalf of the cellaneous heap on the BOSS'S 
C desk, and go back to her coffee. A 

capable, more astute Secretary 
legion of other secretaries at (knowing that the majority will end 

up in her own in-tray anyway) will 
handle it differently. The straight- 

Elsevier Science whose work (we forward items she will deal with 
directly. For more complicated 
matters she will collect the various 

think) is both extremely valuable bits and pieces (previous 
correspondence, fads C figures) 
which Boss will require for his 

and at the same time grossly reply, and wherever possible draft 
the letterlmemo which Boss will 
use for his response. 

unde-valued 

Wand will then ensure that letters 
are folded and inserted into 
envelopes (with appropriate enclo- 
sures), labels are typed and 
affixed, and the whole bundle 
brought to the post-room. 

FUinq 
An inefficient Secretary will simply 
throw all file copies into one big 
'maple' (folder) in the hope that 
Boss can find the relevant needle 
in the haystack he requires at any 
given time. The good Secretary, 
however, will organize the files in 
such a way that Boss can lay his 
finger on required documents at 
the drop of a hat. Since Boss is 
also very productive, and the filing 
pile grows at the rate of some two 
feet a week, files need to be con- 



pt up to date, old and the job more interesting), he has 
papers removed and files changed into Yen a number of dol- 

zed on an ongoing basis. lar travellers cheques, and the odd 
100 DM note which he found at the 

tary is typing her first letter of 
ay. This in itself is no mean 

a five-year-old toddler. 
entence reads: "I refer to 

cur at regular intelvals 
hout the letter but Secretary 

t getting up and down to the 

me physical exercise) 

bottom of his briefcase, having 
managed in the process to 
misplace the bank slip containing 
the exchange rates. The time it 
takes to sort out this mess will 
depend on the number of 
interrupts from Boss with 
messages, requests and inevitable 
"spoed klusjes" (urgent tasks). 

Boss wishes to visit Dr. X, 30 
miles outside Antwerp, to dis- 
cuss an exciting new electronic 
project. Can Secretary ring Dr. 
X to make an appointment and 
ask for instructions on how to 
get there at the same time? Of 
course it is also possible that 
Boss may go by train, so 
Secretary is asked to find out 
the times of the trains to 
Antwerp and whether there are 
regular connections to Dr. X's 
place of work. Boss may also 

&A.' need to stay overnight, in 
which case Secretary will have 

Boss's programme. Instead to reserve a hotel room for him 
not forgetting to organize 

$'&S: some Belgian francs so that 
('d , Boss can buy his host a few 

after-dinner beers. 

Boss has run out of floppy 
disks so Secretary is asked to 
replenish his stock "next time 
she passes the stationery cup- 
board" (translated: ASAP 

the caller's enquiry please). As luck would have it, 
someone has just beaten her 
to the last box of floppies so 
Secretary has to hunt round to 

p to lapan, bringing with S& If she can find any 
or more assorted bits of elsewhere. Fortunately one of 

het Bellow secretaries is willing 
to lend her one or two blank 
flopples from the secret stash 

gince it -was easier for Boss simply in her bottom drawer. 
to throw the whole lot into one big, 
envelope. In addition (just to make 

Boss has received a proposal 
for a new journal on brain 
transplantation. Could 
Secretary find out what other 
journals are being published 
on this subject, who the pub- 
lishers are, and also their cir- 
culation and impact factors? It 
would be helpful if Boss could 
have a list of these journals 
both in alphabetical order and 
by descending order of circula- 
tion figures. ( I f ,  whilst she's at 
it. Secretary could also find out 
what the chief editors eat for 
breakfast, and whether they 
prefer Bon Jovi to Beethoven or 
vice versa, this information 
might prove useful at a later 
date). 

At the end of the day, Boss 
informs Secretary that four 
people are coming for a meet- 
ing the following morning. Can 
Secretary please find a room 
for them and organize coffee 

MUFFINS OF 

1996 calendar - scenic winter 

and lunch at such short 
notice? Secretary is grateful 
that her Magic Wand is able to 
turn full rooms into empty 
ones, and that she can sweet- 
talk the restaurant staff with- 
out too much difficulty. 

0 Finally, since Boss is exhaust- 
ed after his heavy working 
week (signing all those letters 
and memos his Secretary has 
written, and trying to match 
his Belgian colleague beer for 
beer), he has decided to take a 
day off next Monday. Secretary 
is asked to fi l l  in and distribute 
an Absence Form. This she 
does willingly, thankful that 
she at least now and again 
receives relatively straightfor- 
ward jobs to do, and happy in 
the knowledge that her own 
well-earned holiday isn't that 
far away. 

Dlnah Baxter, ESNL 



Rupert King: 
Crc ati  re Accounting 

Having parallel 

passions for 

financial figures 
"A 

and sculpture 

seem an L 
A 

combinatiom 
b. 

manager, these 

two elements in 

his life go hand in 

hand 

L Jpert discovered his talent for sculpt- 
ng quite by accident. Ordered to 

c l e a n  the art room at his boarding 
school, the seven-year-old Rupert found a left- 
over lump of clay out on the work bench. After 
two hours the art room's chaotic mess was 
untouched, and Rupert was still molding and 
shaping his first clay figure. The powerful Duty 
Master suddenly entered checking on his 
progress and immediately upon seeing the 
small sculpture said, "This reminds me of a 
Portuguese artist." "That was the beginning," 
claims Rupert, "and he never did realize that the 
room still looked like a bomb site." 

Even though sculpture had struck a chord 
somewhere in this little seven-year-old, later on 
the voice of reason and visions of a poor strug- 
gling artist stopped Rupert from pursuing an art 
school degree. He went on to study psychology 
and linguistics, and then after finding he had an 
interest in computers and the management 
information side of things, Rupert returned to 
university to get a Masters degree in Intelligent 
Management Systems. This degree looked at 
artificial intelligence techniques for improving 
management information especially concerning 
large corporations with huge databases. That 
degree and some work experience eventually 



landed him a job at Elsevier Science Ltd. i 
1991 as corporate development analyst un 

Rupert explains, "and we would discuss t 

It's not so  strange that figures and sculpture 

.oossible to find a common'CAP ubrk'flwfor all 
the sites. Rupert was called in to'- wfikUYP 
central application manager Maud6 v&h"&r ' 

Meulen and other CAP team members to see if 



p' 
,J know at a glance what 

fence has available as electronic 
r bwices, check out the compre- 

- ew corporate catalogue Electronic 
uib.  This glossy catalogue was comm c<dwund Spaargaren (manage 

.-rporate Marketing Projects, ESNL) and pr 
buced by Wim Meeuwis (senior marketing 

nmunications manager, Clinical Medicine) 
$er the guidance of the Corpora* 
mmunications Committee (Hildegund 
aargaren, Maarten Goudsmit Rob ter Mors, 

rotte Sluyser and Toby -1. Wim worked 
with Gerry van Lil (cow di t ing) and Henk 
ireuter (designlprodwth) on the actual 

production of the catalogue. 

news on activities ran~ng pldce I~I me 

yuorid. A recent issue includes articles on 
GeneCOMBIS, Immunology Today Online and 

&view of information on software agents. 
EP is edited by Justin Robinson (publisher, 

ectronic Product Development. ESLI, 
supported by local contacts Nancy Wing 
(manager, Electronic Publishing Product Frankfurt Book Fair and the Online 

uced on the corporate level. Hildegund 
distributed outside the company. I should F* ren points o u t  'Electronic Products 13 

that contributions will not provide a defini 
tiveview of any proj& so by itselfthe 
newsletter will not be of much help to  r 

tion tool. It's available for use by marke 
' 

staff throughout the group." 
Contact Piet Out of the Amsterdam Direct 

bepartment if you'd like to see a copy, 
ildegund if ynlg have ideas for wider 

E lectronic Pnwlucrs 8 Semkes is a fokkr 
containing the latest promotion @a1 

on all electronic products and senrlcas avail- 
able throughout the group. W produced by 
Frances Morris of the Trade Relations 
Tepartment for distribution at exhi 
-~nferences and for spaclaliid A g s .  

As opposed to  the print catalogue which 

I 
is produced annually in bulk, this Trade 
Relations tool is made in relatively small 
batches so that Frances explains, "it can be 

I 
updated at very regular intervals. Things a 
changing so quickly, everyone seems t~ h. 

jumping on the electronic bandwagon. 
reans we can include products as rea 

':- folder is the third version 
onised from-,earlier editic 

rances. It first appeared at tb l! 
rankfwt Book Fair and London Online 
tee- and, "-like hot cakes when paoc 
lie first saw them." A new edition is W g  
~repared for Ihs Spring 1996 conference sea- 

_ on. 
re keep it as topical as 

emphasises Frances. "We can 
cific visitors, and can include press re1 
and even, for example, c- of th  
Science Catalogue on CDROAII." 

Copies are available in limited 01 

lot for mass mailings. Please conta 
Sales Support Group (td: +31 485 



Hunter has been appointed 
president of Strategic Planning & 

elopment. Joep Verheggen has 
n appointed to the LEXISINEXIS 
ect Team. The new Regional Sales 

n Willem Dijkstra in Europe, 
rrell Gunter in New York, Ryoji 
kada in Japan, and Mike Tudball 

as the interim head in Singapore. 
Jaco Zijlstra and Norma Lym are 
also in Singapore to help set up the 
RSO office there. Jacques van 
Brussel, former controller in the 
ESVNY office, has become ESNL con- 
troller and the financial coordinator 
for Life Sciences. Evelyne Eckmann 
has been appointed head of the 
newly established International Rights 
Management Department (IRMD) 
reporting to ESNL managing director 
Frans Visscher. Welcome to Mark 
W l e y  who succeeds Evelyne as gen- 
ra) legal counsel and Judith Kramer 
s shetary for ES Human Resources 
Organisation reporting to Robert 

Neeleman. 

ffective 1 March Frans Bruggeman 
ill become full-time general manag- 

ESNL Desk Editorial. Succeeding 
in his former position as general 
ger of Elsevier Editorial Services 
in Oxford is Arthur Koedam. 
effective on 1 March is the 
intment of Hans Laeven as 

er of the ESNL Special Projects 

ent Boudewijn Smits has 
a junior publishing editor in 
omics, Statistics, & 

tons Research Department. 

the ESNL Marketfng 
ment Carien van Hooff has 
e project coordinator for pro- 

Department, Hildegund Spaargaren 
has been appointed manager of 
Corporate Marketing Projects, and 
Lotte Sluyser has taken over 
Hildegund's position as head of the 
Marketing Communications 
Department. Also, welcome to Anita 
Koops and Linda Visser as market- 
ing communications managers. 

Welcome to Mara Vos-Sarmiento 
who has joined the Mathematics, 
Computer Science & Cognitive 
Science Department as an acquisition 
secretary, IT specialist Frans Heeman 
joining the lnformation Technology 
Department, and Peter Backx as 
trainee. 

Leavers include junior publishing edi- 
tor Alma Maurine from the Physics 
& Materials Sciences, Life Sciences 
acquisition secretary Tammy 
Erickson, coordinator Eughne 
Wijnhoven in the Marketing 
Communications Department, 
Sedbase administrative editor Ruth 
Garxia, and executive secretary Paula 
Hatt who has returned to  Ireland and 
will be working at ESIL. 

ESME Paris 
Alain Devanlay has been appointed 
as ESME's international development 
advisor. Catherine Lucet from 
Harlequin SA will succeed Alain as 
managing director of Editions 
Scientifiques et Medicales Elsevier 
(ESME). 

ESSA Lausanne 
Eef Vogelezang has rejoined ESSA 
as manager of Desk-editing, 
Production, Typesetting and 
Automation, succeeding Tim 
Devenport. 

E51 
New York 
Welcome to Russell C. Whne as me 
new managing director in New York. 
He is responsible for the strategic and 
day-to-day direction of ESI, EMI, 
Springhouse Corporation, and FDC 
Reports, Inc. and is a member of the 
General Management Team. 

ESIL Shannon 
Anne O'Brien will become the new 
head of the Pre-edit Department and 
Martin O'Malley has been appoint- 
ed as co-ordinating editor. 

The staff at ESIL would like to wish 
their former managing director (for- 
mer as of 1 March '96) Rein van 
Charldorp for the past 2 1/2 years: 
Sldn ("Goodbye") and Go Raibh 
Mile Maith Agat. Go Niri an Bothar 
Leat ("A hundred thank yous. May 
the road rise to meet you.")! 

p e o p l e  f i l e  

ESL Oxford 30 Years 
Starters included Hugh Blackbourn B. Bower Amsterdam 
as editor of Trends in Plant Science at J.J. Buren Amsterdam 
Elsevier Trends Journals in Cambridge E.C. Lange Amsterdam 
and Margaret Serle as executive 
assistant to the Finance director Frank 
Verhagen. 25 Years 

J.E. Rowan New York 
The new Central Fulfilment unit will 
have two main sections, the 
Fulfilment, Distribution, and Liaison ' 

+O years 
section headed up by Brian Smith M.H. Blackler Amsterdam 
and the Finance and Information E.H. Goedhart Amsterdam 
Support section headed up by Janet D.E. Konig Amsterdam 
Cliff (in advance of and during Janet's S. Kortman 
maternity leave, Myles Molloy will ya vd Meer Amsterdam 

I 
head this section). F.B. van Son Amsterdam 
Nick Sharp has been appointed Data L.H. vd Weide-Wijs Amsterdam 
Centre director responsible for the ES J.M. Wilk Amsterdam 
Data Centres in Oxford and 
Amsterdam, and reports to group IT 
director Pieter van Wiechen. Mark 10 Yeam 
Herring was promoted to Business J.D. Bailey Exeter 
Planning consultant, Martin Taylor E.C. Balk Amsterdam 
to IT Security consultant, and Tony M.R. ikenen Amsterdam 
Treadwell to Data Centre manager. LE. Bos-Duncan Amsterdam 
Gerald Dorey has been appointed 5.1. Clark The Lancet 
publisher of the ESL Biomedical Unit. C.M. Hedley-Cook Amsterdam 
Following the departure of associate E.D. Cramer-Phelan Amsterdam 
director of planning, Christine T. Dijkstra Meppel 
Baldwin, the following committee R. Dunn Tarrytown 
representative changes occurred: C. Giaccone Tarrytown 
Peter Shepherd as chairman of the S.C. Jakeman Kidlington 
Electronic Warehouse Steering J.M. Kirshner New York 
Committee, Norman Paskin as a C.D. Lupton-Murphy AdamlNY 
member in the CAP Steering R. ter Mors Amsterdam 

I 
Committee, and Barbara Barrett, as J. Pustina Amsterdam 
a member in the Copyright S.J. Russell Kidlington 
Committee. A.T. Schortinghuis Meppel 

W.T. Smit Amsterdam 
Jane Macmillan (Chemtstry) and Sijstma Amsterdam 
Phil Mestecky (Materials Science) A.M. Sugden 
have become market development S,J. Taylor Cambridge 
managers in their respective depart- W.R Vonk Amsterdam 
ments. Melanie Breeze has joined vd Zwan Amsterdam 
Life Sciences as senior marketing 
manager. Lynne Clayton 
Honigmann and James Milne have 
become senior publishing editors in 
the Engineering & Technology unit. fed 

The Lancet 
Following the departure of manag- 
ing director David Gilbertson, an 
interim management team has been 
set up headed by Mike Boswood 
(overall coord~nation). 




